Let It Ride
GAMING GUIDE

How to play let it ride.

Let It Ride is played with a deck of 52 cards and is
based upon the card rankings used in five card stud
poker. Players are not playing against the Dealer
or other Players at the table. Instead all Players
are playing against a pay table. In addition to the
standard Let It Ride wagers, the game also features
two optional wagers, the 3-Card Bonus wager and
a Progressive wager. The 3-Card Bonus wager
wins if a Player has a pair or better in their first
3 cards. The Progressive wager wins if the Player
has a 3 of a Kind or better in their 5-card hand.
At the start of the round, the players must make
three equal wagers and place them in the areas
indicated “1,”“2” and “$ .” At this time, the players
also have the option to make a 3-Card Bonus
wager and a Progressive wager.
Each Player and the Dealer will be dealt three
cards. Players will ultimately combine their three
cards with the two community cards to create a
5-card poker hand. After viewing their first
3 cards, each Player will be asked by the dealer
whether they wish to withdraw bet number “1” or
Let It Ride. Once each Player has made a decision
regarding bet number “1”, the Dealer will burn
one of their three cards and turn over the first
community card. At this time, the Players must
decide whether they wish to withdraw bet number
“2” or Let It Ride. Once each player has made a
decision on bet number “2,” the Dealer will reveal
the second and final community card. After the
second community card is turned face up, the
Dealer will turn the three cards of each Player
face up beginning with the Player farthest to the
Dealer’s right. The Dealer will determine using
the two community card and the Player’s
three cards if the Player has a 5-card poker
hand ranking equal to a pair of tens or better.
The Player needs a 5-card poker hand that ranks
equal to a pair of tens or better to win, if not the
Player loses. Regardless of the decisions made
concerning the first or second bets, the Player
may not take back the third bet ($).

Winning Hands will be paid based on
the following pay table:
Royal Flush
Straight Flush
4 of a Kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
3 of a Kind
2 pair
10’s or Better

1000
200
50
11
8
5
3
2
1

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Maximum Payout limit of $50,000 per hand
3-Card bonus wagers
3-Card Bonus wagers will be based on the Player’s
first three cards and will be paid according to the
following pay table:
Mini Royal Flush
Straight Flush
3 of a Kind
Straight
Flush
Pair

50
40
30
6
3
1

to
to
to
to
to
to

1
1
1
1
1
1

Progressive wagers
Progressive wagers will be based on the Player’s
5-card hand and will be paid according to the
following pay table:
Royal Flush:
Straight Flush:
4 of a Kind:
Full House:
Flush:
Straight:
3 of a Kind:

100% of Mega Envy Bonus: $1000
100% of Major Envy Bonus: $300
100% of Minor
-$50
-$40
-$30
-$9
--

Any Player betting a progressive wager also
qualifies for an Envy Bonus. The Player with
the winning hand will be paid the amount
associated with the hand but does not
qualify for the Envy Bonus.

